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81. INTRODUCTION 
A FUNDAMENTAL problem in the study of aspherical manifolds is to recognize and 
distinguish the finite groups of homeomorphisms by means of the corresponding 
algebraic data related to the fundamental group. In this paper we carry out such a 
program for PL involutions of compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifolds with 
infinite first homology. The recognition part of the problem for involutions is solved 
by W. Heil and the author in [5]. Our theme here is to show that PL involutions can 
be distinguished by the outer-automorphisms which they induce on the fundamental 
group. 
When discussing periodic maps of a manifold M we consider two notions of 
equivalence. The homeomorphisms g and h of M are said to be equivalent if there 
exists a homeomorphism f of M such that fgf-’ = h and we say they are strongly 
equivalent if f can be chosen to be isotopic to the identity. If two involutions are 
strongly equivalent then there is an isotopy between them that is an involution at each 
level. Let [Homeo(M)] denote the set of strong equivalence classes of homeomor- 
phisms of M. We are particularly interested in [Inv(M)], the subset consisting of the 
strong equivalence classes of PL involutions of M. Denote by Out (II) the group of 
outer-automorphisms of II = II,(M), that is the group of automorphisms modulo the 
inner automorphisms. Let q: [Homeo(M)] +Out (II) be the natural homomorphism 
which assigns to a class of homeomorphisms represented by g the outer-automor- 
phism 8* represented by an automorphisms g, of II (g* is well-determined by g up to 
an inner-automorphism). 
The first aspect of the fundamental problem is the determination of which 
subgroups F of Out (II) can be geometrically realized by a group of homeomorphisms 
8 such that *\Iri: fi+ F is an isomorphism (here i: P+ [Homeo(M)] is induced by 
inclusion). This question has been studied in Refs. [2, 3, 5, 14, 19, 241. For example, 
for an “injective Seifert fiber space” M, Conner and- Raymond[2] characterize a 
certain subgroup L of Out (II) and show that any finite subgroup in L can be lifted 
back into Homeo (M). If we restrict our attention to 3-manifolds, Jaco and Shalen[7] 
and Johahnson[lS] show that closed, orientable, irreducible, sufficiently large 3- 
manifolds split canonically into Seifert fiber spaces and simple 3-manifolds, where the 
latter admit a hyperbolic structure. For these hyperbolic 3-manifolds Thurston[l6] 
observes that 9 is onto and splits (that is ? has a right inverse). In this case it follows that 
every subgroup of Out (II) corresponds via * to a group of homeomorphisms of M. 
However, this is not the situation in general. Raymond and Scott [14] exhibit examples in 
every dimension 2 3 where the image of q does not include all subgroups of order two in 
out (II). 
This geometric realization problem is solved by Heil and Tollefson[5] for the 
cyclic subgroups of order two in Out (II) when M is a compact, orientable, irreduci- 
ble, sufficiently large 3-manifold. Let I_L : II+Inn (II) denote the homomorphism 
defined by V(~)(X) = T-‘x~ for x E II. 
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THEOREM A[5]. Let g be a map of M to itself such that g* = 1. Then g is homotopic 
to a PL involution h if and only if there exists an element T E p-‘(g:) such that 
g*(7) = 7. 
In [5] it is shown that the condition in this theorem is equivalent to the existence of 
an extension of n by 2, corresponding to the outer-automorphism d* of order two 
which, in turn, is equivalent to the vanishing of the obstruction Obs(& II, *\I) E 
H3(Z,; Z(B)). Thus when Z(B), the center of Il, is trivial we have *([Inv(m)]) = 
Tor,(Out(II)). 
We now turn to the problem of distinguishing the (strong) equivalence classes of 
finite groups of homeomorphisms by their representations in Out (II). In particular, if 
two PL involutions g and h are homotopic, that is 9(g) = q(h), then we would like to 
know how close they are to being (strongly) equivalent. Let us assume that M is a 
closed, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold which has infinite first homology. (3-mani- 
folds with boundary are also treated in this paper but the restriction to closed 
3-manifolds is made here to simplify the discussion.) Ideally, one would like to say 
that homotopic PL involutions are strongly equivalent and, as we shall show, this is 
true as long as M is not a Seifert fiber space. For Seifert fiber spaces this is almost true 
in that homotopic PL involutions differ (up to strong equivalence) at most by a factor 
of an involution embedded in an action of SO(2) on M. 
In describing the situation more precisely, let us assume additionally that M is not 
S’ x S’ x S’. (The results are essentially valid for the 3-torus but require a separate 
presentation.) Thus Z(B) is either trivial or infinite cyclic and the latter coincides with 
the existence of an effective SO(2) action of M [21]. Let g be a given PL involution of 
M. If Z(II) # 1 and g,(Z(II) = identity then g can be extended to an action of either 
SO(2) or SO(2) x Z, (by Theorem 5.2) and we let p denote the nontrivial involution 
embedded in SO(2). Otherwise we take p = identity, 
THEOREM B. If h is a PL involution of M such that h is homotopic to g then h is 
strongly equivalent to either g or gp. 
By combining Theorems A and B we obtain a classification of the strong 
equivalence classes of PL involutions in terms of the function ?: [Inv(M)]+ 
Kz c Out(B). The set K2 is known algebrically and for g* E K2 we have V’(g,) equal 
to either {[g]} or {[g], [g/3]}. The consequences of this classification are most striking 
when II has a trivial center. 
COROLLARY 1. If Z(II) = 1 then q:[Inv(M)]+Tor2(0ut(II) is a l-to-l cor- 
respondence. 
It also follows that the PL involutions are classified according to their equivalence 
classes by conjugacy classes in Out(B). 
COROLLARY 2. The function 9 induces a correspondence between the equivalence 
classes of PL involutions of M and the conjugacy classes of K2 in Out(II). If Z(n) = 1 
this is a l-to-l correspondence and otherwise this correspondence is at most 2-to-l. 
COROLLARY 3. If g is a nontrivial PL involution of M such that g = I then g can be 
embedded in an action of SO(2) on M. 
COROLLARY 4. Let g and h be two PL involutions of M and suppose that Z(II) = 1. 
If g = h then Fix(g) is isotopic to Fix(h). 
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Suppose that h is an involution of M that fails to be PL. It follows from [5] that 
q(h) E K2 and thus there exists a PL involution g homotopic to h. 
COROLLARY 5. Let h be a non-PL involution of M and suppose that Z(n) = 1. Then 
there exists a unique (up to strong equivalence) PL involution g homotopic to h. 
$2. PRELIMINARIES 
We will work in the PL category exclusively. All spaces are assumed to have 
triangulations with respect to which the maps under consideration are piecewise 
linear. We refer the reader to Hempel[6] for the standard definitions and some basic 
facts. We also rely on Waldhausen[22] for specific details related to some of our 
constructions. 
Consider a 2-sided surface F properly embedded in a 3-manifold M. We let oF(M) 
denote the 3-manifold obtained by splitting M along F. There is a projection 
p : a,(M) + M such that p j(a,(M) -p-‘(F)) is a homeomorphism and p-‘(F) consists 
of two copies of F (often denoted by F-, F+) each mapped homeomorphically onto F 
by P. 
The notion of a cyclic homotopy plays a key role in comparing homotopic 
involutions. A homotopy H: M x I+ M is called a cyclic homotopy if H,, = Hi = 
identity. It is not hard to show that the trace r(t) = Ii&(x,,) of such a cyclic homotopy 
represents an element in the center of II&V, x,J[17]. If M is a compact, orientable, 
irreducible, sufficiently large 3-manifold then II,(M, x,,) has a non-trivial center if and 
only if M admits an effective action of the circle group SO(2)[21]. In this case the 
SO(2) orbits provide a Seifert fibering for M. On the other hand, if we are given an 
action of SO(2) on M then there is an obvious cyclic homotopy with each trace 
equivalent to a principal orbit. 
Consider an orientation-preserving homeomorphism 4 : F + F of a compact, 
orientable surface E The mapping torus F x & is the 3-manifold obtained from F x R 
by identifying (x, t) with (d(x), t + 1) for x E F. We denote the points of F x +R by [x, 
t]. There is a fibering of F x +R over the circle defined by [x, t] + [t], where we view S’ 
as R/Z. The fiber over a point [t], which we denote by [F x t], is a 2-sided 
incompressible surface in F x +R. If Il,(F x &R) has a nontrivial center not contained in 
the subgroup Il,([F x O)], it follows that there is a positive integer n such that 4” is 
homotopic to the identity. 
LEMMA 2.1[13,24]. If 4” is homotopic to the identity then there exists a homeomor- 
phism * isotropic to 4 such that W’ = identity. 
Thus whenever Z(II,(F x ,+R) (L lI,([F x 01) we can reparametrize F x $7 and view it 
as F x +R where W” = 1. If n is the order of v’ then we can define an effective action p of 
SO(2) on F x @ by setting ~([s], lx, t]) = [x, ns + t] for [s] E R/Z. 
43. EQUIVARIANT HIERARCHIES 
A finite sequence of 3-manifolds beginning with M and in which each one is 
obtained from the preceeding by cutting it open along a two-sided incompressible 
surface is called a hierarchy for M provided the sequence ends in a disjoint collection 
of 3-cells. In studying a given involution h on M it is often useful to have a hierarchy 
where each submanifold in the sequence is invariant under h. More precisely, a 
sequence M = M,, M,, . . . , M, of 3-manifolds is called an h-hierarchy for M 
provided that Mi+h is obtained from Mi by cutting it open along a properly embedded, 
two-sided, incompressible system of surfaces fii C Mi such that (i) fii = Fj U h(Fi) and 
Fi is connected, (ii) either h(Fi) n F; = C#J or h(Fi) = Fi and if FiQ Fix(h), then Fi meets 
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Fix(h) transversally, (iii) each component of M, is a 3-cell, and (iv) F;: is a disk 
whenever aFi# $J and aMi is compressible. The length of such an h-hierarchy is n. 
We show that whenever M is a compact, irreducible 3-manifold with H,(M; z) 
infinite and h is an involution on A4 then M admits an h-hierarchy. In spite of the fact 
that every sufficiently large 3-manifold admits a hierarchy, there does not always exist 
an h-hierarchy. This is illustrated in the following example which appeared in [lo] in a 
slightly different context. 
Example 1. The orientable closed Seifert fiber space M with invariants (0, ; 0, 0; 
(4, l), (4, l), (4, 1)) does not contain any two-sided incompressible surfaces (see [21]). 
However, there is a two-sheeted covering of M by the Seifert fiber space ti with 
invariants (0,; 0, 0; (2, l), (2, l), (4, l), (4, I)} and it is not hard to see that the only 
incompressible two-sided surfaces in fi are tori which separate ti into two com- 
ponents, each containing two exceptional fibers. 
Let h denote the free involution which is the nontrivial covering transformation 
for this covering space. In [lo] it is shown that there does not exist any in- 
compressible torus F with the property that either h(F) = F or h(F) rl F = 4. Thus 
there does not exist any incompressible surface with which to begin an h-hierarchy 
for M. 
The construction of an h-hierarchy is similar to the argument used for a regular 
hierarchy except that all constructions must be done equivariantly with respect to the 
involution h. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let (Y be an involution of a free abelian group G of finite rank. Then 
there exists a splitting G = H@Z such that a(H) = H. 
Proof. We regard G as embedded in a vector space over the rationals. Choose a 
basis for G and let A be the matrix corresponding to (Y with respect to this basis. 
Since A2 = I it follows that det(A - I)det(A + I) = 0. Thus there exists an element 
a E Gsuchthat(A-•l)a=OforE=?l;thatis,A(a)=~a.LetH={y E G:a.y=O}. 
Since A(ay) = A( = eaA(y), we have A(H)C H and H = A2(H)CA(H). It 
follows that G/H = Z and we have the desired splitting. 0 
LEMMA 3.2. Let M be a compact 3-manifold with H,(M) infinite and let h be an 
involution of M. Then there exists a subgroup K of H,(M) such that h,(K) = K and 
H,(M)/K E Z. Moreover, if aM# 4 we may further assume that the homomorphism 
H,(aM) + H,(M) + H,(M)/K is nontrivial. 
Proof. If aM = 4 then let (Y be the automorphism on H,(M)/TorH,(M) induced by 
hs and apply Lemma 3.1. If aM# 4 then we note that the image of HI(aM) + 
H,(M)+ HI(M)/TorHI(M) is infinite and that h,(H,(aM) = H,(aM)). We can choose 
an element a in the image of H,(aM) such that a(a) = EU and then finish as in Lemma 
3.1. 0 
LEMMA 3.3. Let h be an involution on the compact 3-manifold M and suppose that 
H,(M) is infinite. Then there exists an involution y of S’ and a map f: M + S’ such 
that (i) rf = fh, (ii) f,(HI(M)) = H,(S), and (iii) if aM# 4 then f*(i*Hl(aM)) # 0. 
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Proof. It follows from the above lemmas that there exists a commutative diagram 
Choose a triangulation T of A4 with respect to which h is simplicial. We let {Ci}~zo 
denote the components of Fix(h) and choose a maximal tree Xi in each Ci. Choose a 
vertex x0 as a basepoint. If Fix(h) # 4 we assume that x0 E X0 and otherwise take 
X0 = {x0} and X1 = {h(Xo)}. 
Extend each Xi to a tree Y in T(l) such that (i) yi tl Y = 4, (ii) h( yi) = Yi (or 
h(Y,) = Y, in case Fix (h) = 4), and (iii) Y = U Yi is maximal with respect to 
properties (i) and (ii). Now extend Y to a maximal tree W in T. Observe that 
W-Y=a,U... U a,, where each ai is a l-simplex not in Fix(h) that joins together a 
pair of the Yj’S. Let US relabel the Yj’s and ai’S such that aai = oi fl (Yi-r U Yi). Note 
that(WUh(W))-(Wnh(W))=a,U...Ua,Uh(al)U...U(a,). 
Now consider the circle S’ = {z E $11~1 = ) triangulated with two vertices, { - 1) 
and (1). Denote the 1-simplices by A, and AZ. Take {I} E S’ as the basepoint. We 
postpone defining the involution y until we can see what is required. 
The construction of f : A4 + S’ is done in five steps. 
(1) Set f(Y0) = (11. 
(2) To define f on W, = Y. U Y, U u1 U h(cr,), consider the loop p obtained by 
composing a part in Y. from x0 to (or tl Yo, a path along ol, a path in Y, from o1 fl Y1 
to /~(a,) fl Y,, the path h(cr,)“, and a path in Y. from h(ai) rl Y. to x0. There is an 
integer m such that +[p] = md = IIdS’, 1). 
(a) Suppose that m = 2k. We define y = identity if E = 1 and y(z) = Z if E = - 1. 
Now set f( Y,) = (1) and map u1 linearly (after a subdivision of o1 which is then 
extended to T by coning) so that f(aJ wraps around S’ k-times in the positive 
direction if k > 0, the negative direction if k < 0 and if k = 0 we simply set f(a,) = (1). 
Finally, take f]h(crJ = yfh]h(c+J. 
(b) Suppose that m = 2k + 1. Define y by 
Y(Z) = 
- z if E = 1 and Fix(h) = 4, 
,?if 15=-l. 
(Notice that E = - 1 when m # 0 and Fix(h) # 4.) 
Then set f( YJ = { - 1) and map u, linearly (after a subdivision) to wrap 12k + 1]/2 
times around S’ so as to induce 4 as in (a). Then take #(a,) = yfh(h(crJ. 
(3) If Fix(h) has more than two components we consider in order the sets 
w, = w, u Y* u CT2 u h(q), 
w3 = w, u Y3 u u3 u h(u3), 
w, = W”_l u Y, u U” u h(U”). 
Suppose that f has been defined on Wi. Let cLi+l denote the loop obtained by 
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compositions of the path in W II W; from ~0 to oi+l fl Wi, the path ai+r, the path in Yi+r 
from Vii+1 II Wi to h(Ui+l) fl Wi, the path h(oi+r), and the path in W fI Wi from 
h(oi+l) n K to x0. Now proceed as in step (2) to define f on Wi+l. After doing this for 
i = 2,3, . . . , n we have defined f on W U h(W). 
(4) To complete the definition of f on the l-skeleton P, we suppose that f has 
already been extended from W U h(W) to the subcomplex L C T(r). Let (T E K(l) - L 
be a l-simplex and consider the path p obtained by composing a path in W from x0 to 
a(O), the path u, and a path in W from u (I) back to x0. Define f on p so that 
f*[p] = 4[~], again subdividing T as before if necessary. Then define f on h(o) by 
f(h(o) = rfhlh(cr). This process can be continued until we have f defined on the entire 
l-skeleton. 
(5) We can extend f over the 2-skeleton of T since (flT(“)+ agrees with i&, where 
i : T(l) C T. Of course there is no obstruction to extending f over the rest of T. 
Observe that f maps each l-simplex of the subdivided complex T’ into either A, or AZ. 
At each stage of the extension of f over an i-simplex K of T, f(i) lies entirely in either 
Al or A2 and hence the extension over K can be done linearly without any further 
subdivision. Thus we have rf = fh since y and h are linear on simplexes. 0 
The next lemma is obtained using an equivariant analogue of a standard technique 
(e.g. WI). 
LEMMA 3.4. Let M be a P*-irreducible compact 3-manifold with an involution h. 
Suppose that f : M + S’ is a map with f&II,(M)) # 1 and y is an involution of S’ such 
that fh = yf. Then there exists a homotopy f, off0 = f and a point a E S’ such that (i) 
frh = rft, (ii) f,-‘(a) is a system of two-sided incompressible surfaces, (iii) for each 
component F of f,-‘(a), either h(F) rl F = 4 or h(F) = F, (iv) h does not interchange 
the sides of any component of f-‘(a), (v) f-‘( ) a meets Fix(h) transversally, if at all, 
(vi) for properly chosen product neighborhoods {a) x [ - 1, 11 and {f,-‘(a)} x [ - 1, 11, 
the map carries each fiber {x} X [ - 1, 11 homeomorphically onto the fiber {f,(x)} x [ - 1, 
11. 
Proof. We follow the proof of Lemma 6.5 in [6] and add the necessary refinements 
as we go along. Assume that M and S’ have been triangulated such that f, y, and h 
are simplicial. Choose a E S’ such that (i) either r(a) f a or y = identity and (ii) a is 
not a vertex. Then each component of f-‘(a) is a properly embedded two-sided 
surface such that properties (iv) and (vi) are satisfied. If each component of f-‘(a) is 
incompressible then we are done. Otherwise there are three cases to consider. 
Case 1. f-‘(a) contains a compressible 2-sphere F bounding a 3-cell C. 
Subcase (a). C n h(C) = 4. Since II,(S) is zero we may deform f by a homotopy fi 
constant outside a small regular neighborhood U of C such that f,(U) c {a} x [ - 1, 
11 -{a}. This change of f 1L.J can be used to alter f in h(U) by using the homotopy rfth 
to obtain a deformation ft of f = f. such that frh = yfp The compressible 2-sphere F 
has disappeared from fl-‘(a). 
Subcase (b). h(C) = C. Let U be a small h-invariant regular neighborhood of C, 
which we view as a cone xo*aU. In fact, we may choose the cone structure so that U 
can be identified with 8U x [0, l]/aU x 0 in such a way that each level JlJ x {i} is 
invariant under h. Since C is invariant under h we have y = identity. Again we can 
construct a homotopy fi of f constant off U such that f,(U) C {a} X [ - 1, 11 -{a}. We 
are careful to endow f, with the additional property that fi(aU X {i}) is a single 
point for each i E [0, 11. Since y = identity this last condition gives us f,h = yfp 
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Case 2. f-‘(a) contains a compressible 2-cell F. This case is very similar to Case 1 and 
we can eliminate all such 2-cells in the same manner. 
Case 3. There exists a 2-cell D C Ak with D fl f-‘(a) = Jo and aD+ 0 in f-‘(a). 
Since h does not interchange the sides of any invariant component of f-‘(a) we may 
apply Lemma 3 of [9] to obtain 2-cells D, h(D) in M transverse to Fix(h) with 
D r7 f-‘(a) = aD and h(D) II f-‘(u) = h(aD) such that either D = h(D) or D II h(D) = 
c$. Let U be a small regular neighborhood of D such that U n f-‘(a) is an annulus A 
in U and either h(U) = U or h(V) tl U = 4. Take disjoint 2-cells D1 and Dz in au 
with aA = aD, U aDz. We can find two more disjoint 2-cells properly embedded in U 
such that aEi = aDi and, if h(U) = U, either h(E,) = E2 or h(Ei) = Ei(i = 1, 2). Define 
f, : M + S’ by letting f,]M -(U U h(U)) = flM -(U U h(U)), extending fl[aEi to map 
all of Ei to {a}, and setting f,lh(Ei) = $lh/h(Ei). If h(U) n U = 4 then we can extend 
f, over each component of U - (E, U EJ in such a way that f,-‘(u) fl U = El U E2 and 
then define f,lh(U) = rf,hlh(U). If h(U) = U it follows that the component of f-‘(u) 
meeting U is invariant under h and hence y = identity. We can proceed as we did in 
Case l(b) and view the closure of each component of U - (E, U EJ as a cone. The 
details are the same. 
In either situation there exists a homotopy from f to fl such that f,-‘(u) = 
Cf-‘(a) -(A U h(A))) U E, U E2. Since fi-‘(a) has a product neighborhood as small as 
we please on which h looks like h]f,-‘(a) x identity, we can easily homotope fr to an 
equivariant map which also satisfies (vi). As in [6] it can easily be seen that after a 
finite number of such steps this operation will lead us to a new map f2 homotopic to f, 
and satisfying conditions (i)-(vi). 
LEMMA 3.5. Let M be a compact, P2-irreducible 3-manifold with aM# C#J and M not 
a 3-cell. Let h be an involution of M. Then there exists a properly embedded, 
two-sided, incompressible surface Fin M such that (i) either h(F) n F = C#J or h(F) = 
F, (ii) if M is orientable then 0 # [aF] E H,(aM), and (iii) M-F is connected. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 there exists a map f : M + S’ and an involution y of S’ such 
that -yf = fh and f*(i*H,(aM)) # 0. In view of Lemma 3.4 we may assume that f-‘(u) 
is a system of incompressible two-sided surfaces such that for each component F of 
f-‘(u) either h(F) rl F = C#J or h(F) = F and F is transverse to Fix(h). 
Suppose that 0 = [aF] E Hl(aM) for every component F of f-‘(u). Then either 
aF = C$ or aF is the oriented boundary of a submanifold of aM. Let n be any loop in 
aM and let iF(n) denote the sum of the oriented intersection numbers of n with aF. A 
generator z for II, can be chosen such that f&q]) = z” for n = FC~,Coj ir(v). It 
follows that &(n) f 0 for some F and some n since f*(H,(aM) # 0. 0 
THEOREM 3.6. Let h be an involution on a compact, Pz-irreducible 3-manifold M 
with aM# 4. Then M has an h-hierarchy M = M,, Ml, . . . , M,, where Mi+l = 
or..h(r>(Mi). Moreover, when M is orientable we may assume that aFi# C#I for each i. 
Proof. In view of the previous lemma the proof of this theorem is nearly the same 
as Theorem 13.3 in [6]. We sketch the argument here and refer the reader to [6] for 
additional details if needed. 
Suppose that we already have M,, Ml, . . ., Mi and let hi denote the involution 
induced on Mi by h. If aMi is compressible we let Fi be a disk properly embedded in 
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If Fix(h*) is l-dimensional then we can take an essential arc in M*/h* spanning 
a(iW*/h*) which lifts to an h*-invariant, noncontractible simple, closed curve in M* 
(recall M* # S*). If dim(Fix(h*)) 5 0 and M*/h* has a handle then we can easily find 
an h*-invariant simple closed curve C in M. Simply take any pair of simple closed 
curves in M*/h* with intersection number 1 which miss the branch points and 
observe that one of them must lift to the desired curve C in M*. If S* = M*/h* then 
Fix(h*) contains at least four isolated points. A simple closed curve in M*/h* 
encircling the images of exactly two such points will lift to the desired C in M*. Since 
M* # S* it follows that M*/h* cannot be the projective plane and the proof is 
complete. 0 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let M be an orientable, nontrivial S-bundle over the torus. 
Suppose that h is an involution of M with dim (Fix(h)) 5 1. Then there exists an 
incompressible torus F0 such that h(F,-,) = F0 and either F0 meets Fix(h) transversally 
(if at all) or each component of F,, fl Fix(h) is a simple closed curve representing an 
element in Z(II,(M)). 
Proof. It is not hard to show that every nonseparating, incompressible torus F in 
M is the fiber in some fibering of M over S’. Moreover, the parametrization of 
F = S’ x S’ and F x R can always be chosen such that M = F X ,R where 4(z,, 
22) = (z1, abz2). 
Since the given M fibers over S’ with a torus fiber, it follows from [lo] that there 
exists a nonseparating, incompressible torus F such that either h(F) fl F = 4 or 
h(F) = F and F meets Fix(h) transversally. Thus, as we have noted, M = F X ,+R. Now by 
[8] we may change 4 to 1I’ by an isotopy such that h is defined on M = F x *R by h([x, 
t]) = [p(x), A(t)], where A(t) = t, t + l/2 or - t. If A(t) = t then we let F0 = F X (0). 
Suppose that A(t) = t + l/2. Since /I* = T and q* = i i 
( ) 
it follows that p* = 
1 b/2 
( ) 0 1 
. The orbit space of h is F x ,R and we may assume that p(z), z2) = (z,, zlb’*z2). 
Let C be a noncontractible simple closed curve in F such that /3(C) = C. Then 
F0 = [C X R] is a nonseparating, incompressible torus in M and it is invariant under h. 
Now assume that A(t) = - t. If Fix(P) = 4 then simply let F0 = F x (0). So suppose 




; -‘, ’ where E = & 1 and y is an integer. Hence p is orientation-reversing and 
Fix(P) consists of one or two circles, say Ci(i - 1 or 1,2). Let us view II,(M) = {x, y, 
t : [x, y] = 1, txt-’ = x, tyt-’ = yx”} where II,(F x 0) is the subgroup generated by (x, y). 
If E = + 1 then [CJ = x and so F0 = F X (0) will suffice. If E = - 1 then [C,] = xd*y (if y 
is even) or xyy2 (if y is odd). Let H denote the normal subgroup of II,(M) generated by 
(x, t) and observe that ll,(M)/H is an infinite cyclic group generated by the image of 
y. Thus there exists a fibering F’ x +R of M in which KI,(F’) = H f~ n,(M). Since 
h,(t) = t-’ and h,(x) = x it follows that h(F’) is homotopic in M to F’. Thus by [19] it 
follows that we may assume either h(F’) rl F’ = 4 or h(F’) = F’ and F’ meets Fix(h) 
transversally. Since [C,] E H we conclude that h(F’) must equal F’. Taking F0 = F’, 
we are done. 0 
54. MOVING INCOMPRESSIBLESURFACES 
In this section we give a generalization of a useful theorem from [19] that enables 
us to move incompressible surfaces by an isotopy to make them equivariantly 
embedded. This is a key step in the comparison of homotopic involutions. The 
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generalization given here depends on the observation that the proof of Lemma 5.4 of 
[22] permits the following more general statement. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let Mbe a compact, irreducible, orientable 3-manifold and suppose that F 
and G are two-sided incompressible surfaces properly embedded in M such that F tl G is 
nonempty and consists of mutually disjoint simple closed curves along which F and G 
meet transversally. Assume there exists a surface H and a map f : H X I + M such that 
fJH x0 is a covering map onto F and either (a) f(a(H x I)-(H x 0)) C G and 
aF c aF n aG, or (b) f(a(H x I) -(H x 0)) n G = 4. Then there exists a surface fi 
and an embedding k : fi X I --) M such that k(fi X 0) = fi C F, k(a(fi X I) - a X 6) = 
G c G, P n G = &, and ‘either G fl F = 86 or both fi and G are disks. 
Proof. Part (a) is exactly the statement of Lemma 5.4[22]. The proof for (b) 
proceeds the same and is somewhat easier. I7 
Suppose that h is an involution of a 3-manifold M which has been triangulated in 
such a way that h is simplicial and F is a surface properly embedded in M as a 
subcomplex. Let B be the union of some preferred components of JF such that 
h(B) = B and each component of B is either transverse to Fix(h) or contained in 
Fix(h). As in [20], we move F into h-general position modulo B by the following 
procedure. Using isotopies constant on B we move F into general position with 
respect to Fix(h). Then, using only isotopies which are constant on B U Fix(h), we 
move F-Fix(h) into general position with respect to h(F) -Fix(h). Observe that 
F fl h(F) is a graph in F and the vertices of the graph are contained in Fix(h) U B. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let h be an involution of a compact, irreducible, orientable 3- 
manifold M and let F be a two-sided incompressible surface in M that is in h-general 
position modulo B, where B is either 4 or 8F and h(B) = B. When B = aF assume that 
each component of B is either transverse to Fix(h) or is contained in Fix(h). 
If F is not a disk and aF# 4, assume that aM is incompressible. Suppose that 
there exists a homotopy of M, constant on C (where C = 4 or aM), which carries 
h(F) to either F or a surface K properly embedded in M and disjoint from F. Then 
there exists a homeomorphism (Y of M such that a is isotopic to the identity by an 
isotopy constant on C, a(F) is transverse to Fix(h) whenever C tl aF = 4, any 
component of Fix(h) not transverse to a(F) is a subset of a(F), and.either h(a(F)) = 
a(F) or h(o(F)) fl o(F) = 4. 
Proof. After some preliminary remarks, the proof is essentially the same as that 
for Theorem 1 in [19]. Choose a collar U = dM X I of aM parametrized such that 
hJ U = p x 1, where p = hIaM. After an isotopy of F constant on C, we may assume 
that F n U = aF x I, JF is in h laM general position modulo B rl C and (F - (U n F)) 
is in h-general position (modulo a(F - (U rl F)) when B = aF. If B n C = 4 then it 
follows that F rl h(F) n U is a union of arcs; in particular, there are no branch 
points on the graph F n h(F) in aM. To eliminate nonessential branch points 
in a M when B n C# 4 requires a simple construction. Assume that U fl F has been 
triangulated as a subcomplex in such a way that all the vertices lie in au (h is 
simplicial). Let A be a component of U fl F and choose a l-simplex (T in A such that 
u spans the two boundary components of A and c C Fix(h) whenever Fix(h) n 
A# 4. Starting at (T, we begin to move Int(A) off h(F) by isotopies of M which are 
constant on aM U (F - U). If h(A) n A = 4 or AC Fix(h) then we can continue 
pulling A away from h(F) along Int(A) until we obtain A n h(F) = aA. Otherwise, we 
continue working our way around A until we encounter a second spanning l-simplex 
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u’ equal to either h(a) or Fix(h) fl A -{a}. Observe that if h(A) = A and A n Fix(h) = 
4 then Int(A) intersects h(A) either transversally or tangentially along u U h(a), dep- 
ending on the side to which we began pushing A off from h(A) near u. Assume 
that we did this such that the intersection is a tangential one and hence we can pull 
Int(A) off h(A) to obtain A rl h(F) = dA in this case. If Fix(h)nA# 4 and 
AQ Fix(h) then the annulus A meets Fix(h) transversally in two arcs, namely u and 
a’. Now move F back into h-general position modulo dF while holding F fixed along 
some small neighborhood W of dF. Thus, in any case, it follows that we may assume 
F is in h-general position modulo Bnc and Fnh(F)n w= 
(B n C) u (F n Fix(h) n W). 
The complexity of F is defined to be c(F) = a + b, where a denotes the number 
of components in (F fl h(F)) - ((B rl C) U Fix(h)) and b is the number of com- 
ponents in F n Fix(h). Let Z denote the set of all surfaces in M which are isotopic to 
F rel C and in the improved h-general position modulo B fl C. Choose a surface S in 
C having the smallest possible complexity. If c(S) = 0 then either h(S) fl S = 4 or 
h(S) n S = JS = B fl C# 4. In the latter case, it follows that h(S) is parallel to S [22] 
and hence there exists an invariant surface S’ between S and h(S) satisfying the 
conclusions for a(F)[8]. 
If c(S) > 0 and S is a disk, there exists an innermost disk f C h(S) such that 
f n S = (af - f n aM) and T n S splits off another disk Sin S. It follows that S u F 
splits a 3-cell off in M and using S and f the proof in [193 carries through to produce 
an invariant disk. 
Assume then that c(S) > 0 and S is not a disk. The proof of [19] will suffice here too 
once we have produced an innermost piece S C S for which there is a corresponding 
piece f C h(S) and an isotopy of M, constant on (s) U C, that carries S to F. If 
h(aS) n &S = 4 then S and f are obtained exactly as in [19] if we use Lemma 4.1(b) 
when &S# 4. Otherwise, it is convenient to consider the double of M. Let M’, S’, h’ 
denote duplicate copies of A4, S, h, respectively, and form the closed 3-manifold Q by 
taking M U M’ with the boundaries identified by the identity map. Let q denote the 
involution defined on Q by h and h’. If B rl C# 4 we set R = S U h’(S) and observe 
that R is in q-general position. By the argument in [19] it follows that there exist 
parallel pieces SC R and f C q(R), which we may assume meet Int(M) (by sym- 
metry). In this case S = S n M and F = f fl M are the required “parallel” pieces. If 
B fl C = 4 then we set R = S U S’ and again observe that R is in q-general position. As 
before there exist parallel pieces S C R and f C q(R) in Q which we use to find 
S = S n M and f = f n M. However, it is not quite so obvious now that S is “parallel” 
to T since we no longer have B splitting S and p off from S and i? But we can argue this 
point as follows. Reversing the process in [193 by which S and p were found in Q, we pull 
R and q(R) apart slightly at the branch points of R fl q(R). We then have the parallel 
surfaces 9’ and ff (corresponding to S and f) bounding a product X = S’ x I. Either 
XC M, and we are done, or X is the double of Y = X rl M. It follows that Y is 
homeomorphic to (3’ tl M) x I (e.g. use Theorem A of [S]) and hence S is “parallel” to rf. 
Now by the proof in [19] it follows that if C(S)>0 then there exists an invariant 
surface a(F) isotopic to F by an isotopy constant on C. However, from the argument 
in [I93 we can conclude that this surface will be transverse to Fix(h) only when 
B rl C = 4. If B fl C# 4 then the most we can say is that if a component of Fix(h) 
does not meet a(F) transversally then it must be a subset of a(F). This completes the 
proof of the Theorem. 0 
When M is a Seifert fiber space and h is a fiber-preserving involution of M there 
are certain cases when the homeomorphism (Y in the above theorem can be chosen to 
by fiber-preserving. This is made precise in the next corollary. 
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COROLLARY 4.3. Let M be a compact, irreducible, orientable 3-manifold of the form 
F x ,R where 4 is a periodic homeomorphism of F. Let 9 denote the Seifert fibering of 
M with fibers [{x} x RI, x E F. Suppose that h is a fiber-preserving involution of M 
such that h(F) = F rel dF (where F = F x (0)). Then there exists a fiber-preserving 
homeomorphism (Y of M such that a is fiber-isotopic to the identity by an isotopy 
constant on aM, a(F) is transverse to Fix(h) when aF = 4, any component of Fix(h) 
not transverse to a(F) is a subset of a(F), and either h(a(F)) = a(F) or h(a(F)) n 
a(F) = 4. 
Proof. Since F = F x (0) is a transverse to 9 and h is fiber-preserving, we also 
have h(F) meeting 9 transversally. Therefore we can move F into h-general position 
modulo aF using a fiber-isotopy which is constant on JM. 
Now observe that the local intersection numbers of a fiber in 9 with F are the 
same at each point of intersection. Thus if we have parallel surfaces 3 C F and 
f C h(F) bounding an X homeomorpic to s X 1, it follows that a fiber of 9 entering X 
through 3 must exit by way of p and vice versa. We can choose the isotopy used in 
the proof of Theorem 4.2 to carry to S to T in such a way that it is fiber-preserving. 
Similarly, it is easy to see that the local adjustments used to recover h-general 
position can also be carried out using fiber-isotopies. 0 
85. EXTENDING INVOLUTIONS TO ACTIONS OF SO(2), SO@) X Z, AND O(2) 
Consider a compact, orientable, irreducible, sufficiently large 3-manifold M. There 
is a nontrivial action of the circle group SO(2) defined on M if and only if 
2(&(M)) f 1[21]. Given an involution g of M we show that g can be extended to an 
SO(2), an SO(2) x 2, or an O(2) action on M depending on whether g = 1, gZ 1 and 
g*lZ(II,(M)) is the identity, or g*lZ(lI,(M)) +I, respectively (in the last case an 
additional restriction is imposed on M). In the case of an SO(2) x Z, action we can 
associate with g an involution p E SO(2) which commutes with g. As we shall show in 
Theorem 7.1, each involution of M homotopic to g is strongly equivalent to either g 
or gP. 
We need the following lemma which is a slight generalization of a special case of a 
theorem of Birman and Hilden [ 11. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let y be an involution of the compact, orientable surface X such that 
dim(Fix( y)) I 0. Let f : X+X be a homeomorphism that commutes with y and which 
is isotopic to the identity. Whenever X is a sphere, annulus or torus and Fix(y) # 4 
assume that f leaves some component of Fix(y) invariant. Then there exists an isotopy 
H1 : F = 1 such that H,y = yH,(i.e. f is fiber-isotopic to the identity with respect to the 
projection p : X + XJ y). 
Proof. When y is orientation-preserving, the lemma follows from [18] if X is a 
torus and from [l] for the remaining surfaces. Suppose then that y is orientation- 
reversing and let f * denote the homeomorphism of X/y covered by f. Since Fix(y) = 
4 it follows from the proof of Lemma 1.6 in [l] that f* is isotopic to the identity and 
this isotopy can be lifted to a fiber-isotopy on X from f to the identity. 0 
THEOREM 5.2. Let M be a compact, orientable, irreducible, suficiently large 
3-manifold with Z(II,(M)) # 1. Let g be an involution of M. If g*[Z(II,(M)) is the 
identity then g can be extended to either an SO(2) action or an SO(2) x Z, action on M. 
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If g*Im-wm is not the identity, M contains an incompressible Seifert fibered torus 
and M is not the S’-bundle over a Klein bottle then g can be extended to an action of 
O(2) on M. 
Proof. Since S’ x S’ x S' and S’ x S’ x I admit only the obvious involutions [8, lo], 
the theorem is easily seen to hold. Thus we assume that M is not one of these spaces. 
Case 1. Suppose that M fibers over S’ with fiber a surface F such that 
Z(ll,(M)) Q: n,(F). It follows from Lemma 6.2 of [5] and Theorem 4.2 that we may 
view M = F x 4R where g(F) is equal to either F = F x (0) or F x {l/2}. Moreover, 
since Z(ll,(M)) (f T,(F) it follows that some iterate of 4 is homotopic to the identity 
map. Let n denote the smallest positive integer such that 4” = 1. According to [8] we 
may further assume that the involution g has the form g([x, t]) = [y(x), A(t)] where 
A(t) = t, t + l/2 or 1 - t. 
Subcase (a). A(t) = t + l/2. In this case 4 = y2 and the orbit space M/g of g is 
F x $. Since y2” is homotopic to the identity it follows from[l3,24] that y is 
homotopic to a homeomorphism p of finite period, say m, where m = n if m is odd 
and n = m/2 if m is even. By changing the parametrization of M/g to F x pR and then 
lifting this to define a new structure on M, we may view g as being defined by g([x, 
t]) = [p(x), t + l/2] on M = F x ,‘R. Since p2 has period n, an action A : SO(2) x M + M 
can be defined on F X :R by A([s], [x, t]) = [x, t + ns], where [s] E R/Z = SO(2). This 
action clearly commutes with g and if m = n = 2p + 1 (i.e. g = 1) then g E SO(2). To 
see this, observe that 
A([;],Wl)=[ x, t+p +; = p-2p(x), t+; ] [ 
1 [ 
= p(x), t+; . I 
Subcase (b). A(t) = t. In this case y2 = 1 and we may view M/g as F x ,+R, where 4 
is the homeomorphism of P = F/y covered by 4. 
(i) Suppose that M contains an incompressible Seifert fibered torus and that 
whenever M is an S’-bundle over the Klein bottle the fixed point set of g is 
2-dimensional. M has a Seifert fibering 9 in which the fibers meet F transversally and 
the class of an ordinary fiber generates Z(II,(M)). If aM# C#I we can deform this 
fibering near 8M by an isotopy of the pair (M, F) so that gjaM preserves the fibers of 
9. It follows from [20] that there exists a homeomorphism (Y = 1 rel JM such that g is 
fiber preserving with respect to the fibering a(9). (To apply [20] when M is an 
S’-bundle over the Klein bottle we use the additional hypothesis that Fix(g) is 
2-dimensional. It follows that we can find a g-invariant, incompressible torus by 
taking either a component of Fix(g) or the boundary of a regular neighborhood of a 
one-sided component of Fix(g). The argument in [20] can now be continued from 
here.) Set S = a(F) and observe that both S and g(S) are transverse to 9 and 
g(S) = S rel 8M. Using Corollary 4.3, we can get a fiber-preserving homeomorphism k 
which is fiber-isotopic to the identity rel 8M and is such that either g(k(S)) = k(S) or 
g(k(S)) n k(S) = 4. If g(k(S)) n k(S) = C#J then we go back to Subcase (a). If g(k(S)) = 
k(S) then it follows from the fact that g is fiber-preserving that 9 gives us a 
parametrization of M as k(S)x, such that I+V = 1, IJ~ = y$ and g([x, t]) = [y(x), t]. 
The involution g together with the SO(2) action defined by A([s], [x, t]) = [x, t + ns] 
generate an SO(2) x Z2 action on M. 
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(ii) Suppose that either M is an S’-bundle over a Klein bottle and dim(Fix(g))) I 1 
or A4 does not contain any incompressible Seifert fibered tori. We may assume that M 
is not a solid torus (this case is trivial) and thus 8M = 4. We also have dim(Fix(y)) I 0 
for otherwise Fix(g) would contain an incompressible fibered torus. Whenever F 
itself is a torus we may replace II by an appropriate multiple of n to ensure that 4” 
preserves the components of Fix(y). By Lemma 5.1 there is a fiber-preserving isotopy 
(with respect to p : F + F/y = P) from 4” to the identity. It follows that 6” is isotopic 
to the identity by an isotopy constant on p(Fix(y)). Take a regular neighborhood U of 
p(Fix(y)) invariant under 6 and apply Nielsen’s theorem[l3, 241 to obtain a 
homeomorphism 6’ isotopic to &F/y - U) such that (#)R = 1. Now extend (cl’ over U 
to obtain a homeomorphism $ isotopic to 6 rel(p(Fix(y))) such that I,?’ = 1. View 
u = M/g as l?x$R and let .Y% denote the Seifert fibering of i@ with fibers [x0 x R]. 
Since p(Fix(g)) is a union of these fibers, we can lift 9 to a fibering 9 of M. The 
surface F = p-‘(F) is transverse to 9 and we can write M as F x +R by parametrizing 
M - F as F x (0, 1) using the arcs 9 n (M - F). Then we have g([x, t]) = [y(x), t] on 
F x pR where $*” = 1 and r&y+!-’ = y. If m is the period of 4 then we define an action of 
SO(2) by A([s], [x, t]) = [x, ms + t] for [s] E R/Z and [x, t] E F x +R. 
Subcase (c). h(t) = 1 - t. As in (i) of Subcase (b) we can change F by an isotopy 
and choose a Seifert fibering 9 of M such that g is fiber-preserving, either g(F) = F 
or g(F) II F = 4, and 9 defines a parametrization M = F x +R, where F = F = (0). If 
g(F) n F = 4 then g leaves each component of M - (F U g(F)) invariant and we can 
rechoose F such that F is invariant under g. We may also assume that g[F x l/2] = 
[F X l/2]. We have at this stage that g([xO x I]) = [y(xo) x I], 4” = 1 for some n, 
y+y = c#-‘, y* = 1 and 9 has fibers [x0 x R]. We can reparametrize the intervals 
{x0} x [l/2, l] so that g will have th e f orm g([x, t]) = [y(x), 1 - t]. To do this observe 
that g defines a function k: F x [l/2, l]-+[O, l/2] by g([x, t]) = [y(x), k(x, t)]. Then 
define f : F x 4R + F x ,R by f([x, t]) = [x, t] for 0 I t 5 l/2 and f([x, t]) = [x, 1 - k(x, t)] 
for l/2 I t I 1. Now use f-’ to define the desired parametrization on F X 4R. Define the 
action of SO(2) on M just as before and observe that this action together with g 
generate an action of O(2). 
Case 2. Whenever M fibers over S’ with fiber F assume that Z(TI,(M)) C II,(F). 
If aM= 4 then M always fibers over S’ [12] and in this case the fiber F must be an 
annulus. The only two such 3-manifolds are S’ X S’ x I, which has already been 
dispensed with, and the S’-bundle over the Moebius band, which belongs to Case 1. 
Thus we may assume that aM = 4. Since M is sufficiently large and because of the 
restrictions imposed on M in this case, M contains an incompressible torus which is 
a union of Seifert fibers. It follows from [20] that we may choose an SO(2) action of 
M such that the family 9 of orbits is preserved by g. 
Not all fibers of 9 meet Fix(g). To see this suppose that G is a two-sided surface 
such that G is either a component of Fix(g) or a boundary of a regular neighborhood 
of a one-sided component of Fix(g). In either case G is incompressible 181. If 
Z(KIl(M)) Q r,(G) then M fibers over S’ with fiber G and this situation belongs to 
Case 1. If Z(II,(M)) c n,(G) then 9 can be deformed so that G is a union of fibers. It fol- 
lows that the only situation in which every fiber meets Fix(g) belongs to Case 1. Thus 
we can find a solid torus N trivially fibered by 9 such that Fix(g) ll N = 4 and either 
g(N) = N or g(N) n N = 4. Let M’ = M - (g U g(k)) and let g’ denote the involution 
g/M’. The fiber structure 9 induces a fiber structure on M’ and such a Seifert fibering 
on M’ is unique up to isotopy. The only possible exception to this uniqueness would 
occur when M’ is an annulus bundle over S’ [23] but in this case the M resulting upon 
sewing N U g(N) back in would not be sufficiently large. 
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Since 6’M’ = 4 we can view M’ = F X .J?. Since F cannot be an annulus Z(n,(M’)) 
is not contained in III(F). But Z(II,(A4’)) = 1 since we have an action of SO(2) defined 
on M’ by the restriction of that on M. Apply Case 1 to adjust the SO(2) action on M’ 
by an isotopy to get either g’ commuting with SO(2) or g’ and SO(2) generating an action 
of O(2) on M’. Since the orbits of this new SO(2) action are isotopic to those of the 
original one we will have no difficulty in extending it over N U g(N). 
If g(N) n N = 4 we parametrize N = D* x S’ such that the action on aN is just 
multiplication on the second factor. Parametrize g(N) via g (reversing the sense of S’ 
if g*lZ(R(M)) = 1) and extend the SO(2) action over both N and g(N) as multipli- 
cation in the S’ since N n Fix(g) = 4. It follows from [9] that N/g is a disk bundle over 
S’. Observe that the SO(2) action on M’ induces one on aN/g and this can be extended 
over N/g. Lifting, we obtain an SO(2) action on N commuting with g and extending 
the SO(2) action on M’. This finishes the proof of the theorem. 0 
Remark. In the case when g = 1 it follows from Theorem 7.1 that g can indeed be 
embedded in an action of SO(2) on M. 
$6. HOMOTOPIC INVOLUTIONS OF SURFACES 
In this section we prove the analogue for surfaces of Theorem 7.1. The spirit of the 
proof is the same as that of the 3-dimensional version and serves to motivate the next 
section. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let g and h be involutions of a compact, orientable surface F distinct 
from S2. (i) Assume that F is not a torus. If g is homotopic to h rel aF then there exists 
a homeomorphism (Y of F isotopic to the identity rel aF such that aga-’ = h. (ii) Assume 
that F is a torus. There exist involutions PI, p2, p3 associated with g, each embedded 
in actions of SO(2) commuting with g, such that if h is any involution homotopic to 
g then there exists a homeomorphism (Y = 1 such that h = agfl&l for some i. 
Proof. (i) Take an h-hierarchy for F such that whenever h is orientation-reversing 
the first r-components {JI}f=, of the splitting l-manifolds constitute Fix(h): 
{Fi, Ji U h(JJ; Fi+l= a[Ji U h(JJ](FJ, i = 1,. . . , n}. The existence of such an 
h-hierarchy follows from an argument similar to that used for Theorem 3.6, for 
example. 
The theorem is proved by induction on the length of an h-hierarchy for F. Induction 
hypothesis: If F has an h-hierarchy of length <n then conclusion (i) holds. 
The induction hypothesis obviously holds for n = 1 since F would be simply a union 
of disjoint disks. So let g and h be involutions as in (i), assume the induction hypothesis 
and suppose that F has an h-hierarchy of length n > 1. Set J = J.. 
LEMMA 6.2. There exists a homeomorphism LY = 1 rel aF such that cuga-‘(J) = h(J). 
Proof. By using an argument similar to that in the proof of Theorem 4.2, but carried 
out in one dimension less, one can show that there exists a homeomorphism A = 1 rel 
dF such that either AgA-‘(J) = J or Agh-‘(J) n J = 4. We separate the argument into 
three cases. 
(a) If h(J) = J and Agh-‘(J) fl J = 4 then J must be a simple closed curve 
homotopic to AgA-‘(J) and hence there exists an annulus A C F such that 
aA = J U Agh-‘(J). Since we are assuming F is not a torus it follows that AgA~-‘(A) = A 
and there exists a second simple closed curve J’ in A that is parallel to J and invariant 
under Agh-‘. Take a homeomorphism K = 1 rel aF carrying J’ to J and set (Y = KA. This 
gives us aga-‘(J) = J = h(J) as desired. 
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(b) Suppose that h(J) fl J = 4 and hgh-‘(J) n J = 4. After making a small adjust- 
ment of A using an isotopy constant on 8F we may assume that Agh-‘(J) and h(J) are 
in general position. Since Agh-‘(J) and h(J) are homotopic rel a.& either they bound 
an annulus D or there exists a disk D such that D = a U b, where a C AgA-‘(J) 
and b c h(J) are arcs with aa = ab = a f~ h(J) = b fl AgA-‘(J)[4]. If D n J = 4 and 
Agh-‘(J) fl h(J) = ah(J), there exists a homeomorphism K = 1 rel (J U aF) pushing 
across D such that KAg(KA)-‘(J) fl h(J) C [AgA-‘(J) fl h(J)) - aa] U ah(J). A series of 
repetitions of this construction eventually yields KAg(KA)-‘(J) rl h(J) = ah(J). If we 
denote KAg(KA)-’ by g’ then we have g’(J) n h(J) = ah(J) and either J n D = 4 or 
J c D. If J n D = 4 then there exists a homeomorphism y = 1 rel(J U dF) such that 
-yg’y-‘(J) = h(J). If J C D then take y to be a homeomorphism isotopic to 1 rel aF such 
that y(g’(J)) = J and y(J) = h(J). We then have yg’y-‘(J) = h(J). 
(c) Suppose h(J) n J = 4 and Agh-‘(J) = J. As in (i), with the roles of g and h 
reversed, it follows that Agh-’ interchanges the sides of J. Thus there is a J’ very near 
and parallel to J such that Agh-‘(J’) fl J’ = 4. If we choose a homeomorphism K = 1 rel 
aF such that K(Y) = J then we have KAg(KA)-‘(J) fl J = $ and we have Case (b). This 
completes the proof of (6.2). q 
There is no loss of generality in assuming from now on that we already have 
g(J) = h(J). 
LEMMA 6.3. There exists a homotopy H: g = h rel aF such that H,(J U h(J)) C 
J u h(J). 
Proof. Analogous step 2 in 87 but much easier. q 
Choose a basepoint xo E J C F and consider the traces T(t) = H,(xo) and T’(t) = 
H,(g(xo)). 
LEMMA 6.4. We can choose the basepoint x o, a homeomorphism A = 1 rel aF and 
a homotopy H,: Agh-’ = h rel aF such that the truce T(t) = H,(xo) is contractible. 
Proof. We have chosen the h-hierarchy for F such that J does not meet Fix(h) 
unless J c Fix(h). If J is an arc we can simply take x0 E aJ can be done. Thus suppose 
that J is a simple closed curve. Define the cyclic homotopy L: 1 = g2 = hg = h* = 1 by 
composing the two homotopies H,g and hH,. The trace L’(xo) is T’h(T) and represents 
an element in the center of II’(F, x0). Now F= S’ x I since J is not an arc and we have 
assumed F is not a torus. It follows that Z(II,(F, x0)) = 1 and hence T’h(T) is 
contractible. 
Suppose that h(J) = J. Recall that h/J is homotopic to the identity. If 
g(xo) = x0 = h(xo) then we can replace g by some ag&’ to obtain g(x,,) = h(x,,). But now 
we have h(T) = T’ rel (x0) and thus T = 0. On the other hand, if g(xo) = x0 = h(xo) then 
T’ = T and T’h(T) wraps around J an odd number of times, contradicting the fact that 
T/h(T) = 0. Reversing the roles of g and h in this argument leads to a similar 
contradiction if we suppose that g(xo) = x0 = h(x0). Thus the only possibility when 
h(J) = J is for g(x0) = h(xo) and T = 0 (after a possible adjustment of g). 
Suppose then that h(J) # J, that is h(J) rl J = 4. Take a product neighborhood 
U = h(J) x [-1, l] of h(J) which is disjoint from J. We define the homeomorphism A 
to be the identity off U and on U we set A(exp (2IIi0, t) = (exp (2II’(8 + 1 - (to, t). 
There is an obvious homotopy A z 1 rel (M = 0) with a trace wrapping around h(J) 
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exactly once. It follows that Agh-’ agrees with g on J and the two involutions are 
homotopic by a homotopy with a trace wrapping exactly once around h(J). Thus we 
can choose an integer m and a homotopy h”gh -m rel aF such that the trace of this 
homotopy is contractible. 
Thus we now may assume that g(J) = h(J), g(xO) = h(xo), H: g = h rel aF where 
H,(J U g(J)) C J U g(J) and both T and 7’ are contractible loops. We can further adjust 
g by conjugation to make g/J = h/J and then deform H to obtain a homotopy H’: 
g = h rel (aF U J U g(J)). Split F along J U g(J) and apply the induction hypothesis. 
(ii) There are six nonequivalent involutions on S’ x S’ (including the trivial one): 
g,k Y) = (x, Y), 82(X, Y) = (-x, Y), g,(x, Y) = (-x, Y), g4(x, Y) = (K jr), g5(x, Y) = (4 jr), 
gg(x, y) = (y, x)[lO]. For the three involutions embedded in SO(2) actions we take 
PI@, Y) = t-x, Y), k&(x, Y) = c-x, -Y) and P3 = PIPS 
Case 1. g = gi for some i. We can choose a noncontractible simple closed curve J 
such that if dim(Fix(g)) = 1 then J C Fix(g) and if dim (Fix(g)) I 0 then g(J) n J = 4 
and there exist i, j with gpi(J) = J, pi(J) = J. Using notions similar to those in the proof 
of Lemma 6.2 we can find a homeomorphism (Y isotopic to 1 such that for some A we have 
aha-’ = g/3*(J) and gPA(J) is either equal to J or disjoint from J. In particular, we 
first find a homeomorphism y = 1 such that either -yhr-‘(J) = J or rhy-‘(J) tl J = 4. 
When rh-)-‘(J) = J we simply take (Y = y. When $rr-‘(4 ‘I J = 4 and J C Fix(g), the 
fact that g = h implies that +y -’ leaves the components of S’ x S’- (J n h-‘(J)) 
invariant enabling us to apply the argument of Lemma 6.2(a) to obtain the desired 0~. 
The argument of 6.2(b) applies in the remaining case. 
Subcase (a). gp,(J) = J. Choose a basepoint y. E J. There exists a homeomorphism 
y of the pair (F, J U gpr(J)) isotopic to 1 and a p such that y&a-‘y-‘(yo) = gp$,(yo). 
Let gl denote (-ya)-‘(gpJ3,J(-ycz). If we let x0 = a-‘y-‘(yo) then we have h(x,J = g,(xo). 
Also, there is no loss of generality in assuming that y was chosen such that 
g’/J = h1.L Let H:g, = h. After composing H with a cyclic homotopy it may be 
deformed to a homotopy H’:g, = h rel(J U g’(J)) and we apply Part (i) to finish. 
Subcase (b). gPr(J) n J = I$. We can find a second simple closed curve L such that 
(i) L n J = {x0}, (ii) either g/3,(L) = L or g/3,(L) n L = 4, and (iii) for some p we have 
p,(J) = J, P,(L) n L = 4~ and if gpA(L) n L = 4 then gpApJL) = L. There exists a 
homeomorphism y of the pair (F, J U gp,(J)) such that y = 1 and (rcz)h(ra)-‘(L) equals 
either gpA(L) or g/3$,(L). If (~o)h(~a)-‘(L) rl L = 4. Then we can find a third simple 
closed curve K (where [K] = [J][L] in H,(F), with proper orientations) and a 
homeomorphism 6 of (F, J u L u (ya)h(ya)-‘(J U L)) such that S = 1, 
(Sycy)h(Sycr)-‘(K) = K and either gPI(K) or gP$JK) equals K. Again we return to 
Subcase (a). 
Case 2. g is an arbitrary involution of S’ x S’. There exists a homeomorphism f
such that f-‘gf = gi for some i. Thus f-‘hf = gi and we can apply Case 1 to obtain 
f-‘hf = ogiPjP’&‘* It follows that h = (f~f-‘)(g(f~if-‘fPJ-‘)(f~~yf-‘)-’). Thus the three 
involutions embedded in SO(2) actions associated with g are f/3if-‘(i = 1, 2, 3). 0 
87. HOMOTOPIC INVOLUTIONS OF 3-MANIFOLDS 
This section is devoted to proving our main result. 
THEOREM 7.1 Let g be an involution of a compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold M 
where H,(M; 2) is infinite. (i) If M is not the 3-torus then associated with g is an involu- 
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tion p embedded in an action of SO(2) (perhaps trivial) on M commuting with g such 
that any involution h homotopic to g rel aM is strongly equivalent rel aM to either g or 
gp. Moreover, p = 1 unless aM = 4, Z(rI,(M)) = 1 and g induces the identity homomor- 
phism on Z(II,(M)). (ii) If M = S’ x S’ x S’ then associated with g are seven involutions 
pi( 1 I i 5 7) embedded in SO(2) actions of M commuting with g such that any involution 
h homotopic to g is strongly equivalent to gfli( for some i). 
Remark. The assumption that H,(M; Z) be infinite is for the purpose of obtaining an 
h-hierarchy. Thus given an h for which the existence of such an h-hierarchy is known 
(e.g. when h = lM and M is sufficiently large) the assumption on HI(M; Z) may be 
dropped. 
If aM= 4 and is incompressible in M we can obtain the following corollary to the 
proof of 7.1 by considering the double of M. 
COROLLARY 7.2. Let g be an involution of a compact, orientable, irreducible 
3-manifold M where aM = 4 and is incompressible. Assume Mf S’ x S1 x I. Then asso- 
ciated with g is an involution p embedded in an action of SO(2) on M commuting with 
g such that any involution h homotopic to g is strongly equivalent to either g or g/3. 
Moreover, p = 1 unless Z(r,(M)) = 1 and g induces the identity homorphism on 
Z(U,(M)) = 1. 
Proof of Part (i). There is a minor technical problem in the case that g = 1 since here 
we must take /3 = g and this assumes we already know that g can be embedded in some 
action of SO(2). This is handled by first proving the theorem for the case when g = 1 
(Case A). Then if we have a nontrivial involution h = g = 1 it will follow that there exists 
p E SO(2) such that h = apa-’ and we obtain an embedding of h in an SO(2) action on 
M. Except for the initial choice of p, the proofs for Case A and the general case (Case 
B) are identical. 
Case A. Assume that g = 1, aM = 4 and Z(n,(M)) # 1. It follows that M admits 
an effective action of SO(2)[21]. Let p denote the nontrivial involution embedded in 
SO(2) and proceed with the proof below. 
Case B. g# 1. If aM = 4, Z(II,(M)) # 1 and g induces the identity homomorphism 
on Z(n,(M)) then there exists an SO(2) action on M which commutes with g (Theorem 
5.2). Let us fix such an action of SO(2) on M and let /3 denote the nontrivial involution 
in this SO(2) action. If in addition we have g = 1 then it follows from Case A that we 
may assume /3 = g. In the remaining cases we take p = 1. 
We have associated with g an involution P(perhaps trivial). Let h be any involution 
of M such that h is homotopic to g rel aM. In view of Theorems 3.6 and 3.7 we can 
find an h-hierarchy for M of the form {Mj, FiU h(FJ; Mj+l= a[FjU h(FJ](Mi), j = 1, 
. . . , n, where {F1, . . . , FP} is the set of all two-sided two-dimensional components of 
Fix(h), {Fp+lr . . . , F4} is the set of boundary components of regular neighborhoods of 
the one-sided surfaces in Fix(h), and for i > q we have aFi# 4 whenever aM# 4. 
(Recall that F1, . . . , F, are incompressible[8]). Moreover, we may assume that 
whenever Fi meets a one-sided surface component of Fix(h) then it does so trans- 
versally and Fi is either a disk or an annulus. 
Due to a technical consideration later on we must refine this h-hierarchy in certain 
cases. By Proposition 3.8 there is no loss of generality in assuming that Z(II1(M)) fl 
II,( = 1 whenever h(F,)n F, = 4 and M is not an St-bundle over the torus. 
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Whenever M is an S’-bundle over the torus we can apply Proposition 3.9 to obtain 
h(F,) = F1 if we allow F, to contain circle components of Fix(h) when they represent 
nontrivial elements in Z(II,(M)). It turns out that there is no harm in relaxing the 
general position requirement for Fix(h) and F, in this one case. We shall refer to such 
an h-hierarchy as a special h-hierarchy. 
We use an induction argument based on the length n of a special h-hierarchy for 
M. 
Induction hypothesis: The theorem is true if the length of the special h-hierarchy 
is less than n. 
When it = 0 the manifold M is a disjoint union of compact 3-cells and the theorem 
is obviously valid in this case since the 3-cells admit only the standard involutions. Thus 
we assume that M has a special h-hierarchy of length n L 1 and let F = F,. If either 
8M= 4 or Z(II,(M)) = 1 then we will construct a homeomorphism (Y of M such that 
a! = 1 rel 8M and cYga_’ is isotopic to h rel(8M U F U h(F)). Then we can split M along 
F U h(F) and apply the induction hypothesis. 
If 8M = 4 and p is nontrivial then we have to carry both g and gp along 
simultaneously until we eventually discard one of them. With the remaining one we 
proceed just like we did in the above case where /3 = 1. The key as to which of the 
two involutions, g or gp, must be discarded lies in the traces of the homotopies 
g/3 = g = h. Before we begin the construction of (Y we digress to discuss these traces. 
Let L:p = 1 denote an isotopy obtained by restriction of the SO(2) action containing 
p such that the trace under L of any point on a principal orbit is just half of that orbit. 
Let A, A’, A” denote the traces of the basepoints x0, g(xo), g/3(x0), respectively, under 
L. Let H : g = h be a given homotopy and let 7, T’, 7” denote the traces of x0, g(xo), 
g/3(x0), respectively, under H. 
A cyclic homotopy is one that begins and ends with the identity map. Any trace of 
a cyclic homotopy represents an element in the center of the fundamental group of 
M[5]. We will be concerned with the traces (and their relationship) of the following 
two cyclic homotopies: 
C,:1=g2=hg=h2=1 and C2:l=(gp)2=h(g)=h2=1 
where 
H(g(x), 2t), 0 5 t 5 l/2 
‘I(‘, t)= ( h(H)x, 2t - l), l/25 t 5 1 
and I gL(gP(x), H( ), hH(x, 4t - 4t 4t), 3- 3/41 l), 0 5 l/4 t 5 t 5 I l/4 t 1. 5 l/2 
“(” t, = hgL(x, 4t - 2), l/2 5 t I 3/4 
Let rdt) = Ci(X& t) for i = 1,2. 
LEMMA 7.2. [y2yl-‘1 generates 
Proof. Observe that g(h’) = A 
the center of II,(M, x0). 
and P(h’) = A”. Also, HITA’ x I defines an equival- 
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ence of paths T” - g(h’)r’h(h’-‘). Using these relationships we obtain the 
following equivalences: 
YZ = g(A”)+‘hg(A)h(r) - g(P(A'))g(A')+h(A'-1)hg(A)7'-17'h(7) 
- P(g(A’))g(A’)r’h(A’-‘MA’)+-‘y, - /?(A)Ayr. 
Therefore y2yl-’ - P(A)A. But P(A)A is equivalent to a principal SO(2) orbit and thus 
generates Z(II&M, x0)). 0 
Choose a second basepoint y. and let 8,s’ denote the traces under H of y. and g(yo). 
Thus the trace under C1 of y. is the path S’h(6). The next lemma describes the 
relationship between #h(6) and y1 = r’h(r). Let p be an arc from x0 to g(xo) and v be 
an arc from y. to x0. 
LEMMA 7.4. #h(6) - ~r’h(r)~-l. 
Proof. H 1 p x I gives the equivalence of paths T’- g@-‘)&(p). If we let 
p = vpg(v-‘), a path from y. to g(yo), then we similarly have S’- g(p-l)&(p). Looking 
at H/v x I we also get S - g(v)rh(v-I). Putting these equivalences together we obtain 
COROLLARY 7.5. ~'h(~)=0 if and only if 6’h(6)-0. 
Some notational conventions: Since we will be performing the same constructions 
for g as for g/3 we shall let 9 denote either g or gp until one is discarded, after which 
a will denote the survivor. The construction of (Y is accomplished in a series of steps, 
yielding ultimately either olo2.. . akgakml.. .(~~-‘a~-’ or (Y\(Y$. . .&$a~-‘_. .&Y~-‘, 
where ai= 1 rel 8A4 and CY:= 1 rel 8M. To simplify notation, we say that (Y laa ,-I 
(meaning (Y lgcu r-’ and a;-‘gc$*) is obtained from 9 by conjugation (with (Y ,). Since there 
is no loss of generality in assuming that 9 already has the properties of (Y ecu ,-I we will 
denote the improved ol~ol-’ by 9 again. 
We summarize the steps in the construction of cx by listing the property of the 
adjusted a which is the goal in each step. Here I-I will denote a homotopy from a to 
h rel 8M and r, 7’ denote the traces of XO, g(x0) for some basepoint x0 E F. 
Step 1. a(F) = h(F) 
Step 2. H,(F U p(F)) C F U p(F) 
Step 3. r’h(r)=O. 
Step 4. a(xo) = h(xo) and both T and T’ contractible loops. 
Step 5. 9 isotopic to h rel (NM U F U a(F)). 
Step 1. Our goal is to adjust 9 by conjugating to obtain q(F) = h(F). If follows from 
Theorem 4.2 that there exists a homeomorphism LY = 1 rel ah4 such that either 
aaa-‘(F) = F or a pa-‘(F) fl F = 4. Thus we assume that 9 already has this property. 
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There are three cases to consider in adjusting 9 to make a(F) and h(F) coincide. 
Case 1. h(F) = F. If a(F) = F we are done so suppose that p(F) n F = 4. Since the 
homotopy between 9 and h is constant on aM we have dF = 4. There is a homotopy 
of M carrying h(F) = F onto p(F) and hence it follows from [22, Lemma 5.41 that there 
exists a submanifold X = FX IC M with JX = Fug(F). If g(X)#X then 
M = X U g(X) and M fibers over S’ with F as a fiber. We postpone treating this sit- 
uation until Case 3. On the other hand, if s(X) = X then there exists a surface L C X 
which is parallel to F and invariant under 9 [8]. Let (Y be a homeomorphism of M, 
homotopic to lw relative to aM, such that (Y(L) = F. This gives us aaK’(F) = F as 
desired. 
Case 2. h(F) fl F = 4. First suppose that a(F) = F. As in Case 1, there exists 
X = F x I with 8X = F U h(F). If h(X) = X then M fibers over S’ with fiber F and 
we go on to Case 3. Otherwise h(X) = X and there exists a surface L parallel to F in 
X such that h(L) = L and h interchanges the sides of L. Choose (Y L- 1 rel aM such 
that a(F)= L. Then apa-‘( L and cu~cy-’ also changes the sides of L. If we 
triangulate so that both h and (Y a’~-’ are simplicial and let F’ be a boundary component 
of a derived neighborhood of L we obtain h(F’) n F’ = C#J and aa&’ = h(F’). There 
is no loss of generality in substituting F’ for F as far as the h-hierarchy of length n 
goes. The fact that we do not necessarily have the same surface F for g and gp poses 
no difficulties. 
Now suppose that a(F) rl F = 4. There is a homeomorphism (Y = 1 rel aM U F such 
that a(p(F))) fl h(F) consists of a union of simple closed curves. Since 
apa-‘(F) = aa we assume that 9 has already been adjusted by conjugation with this 
(Y. Given that a(F) is homotopic to h(F) rel 8M and that g(F) rl h(F) consists of simple 
closed curves, it follows from [22, Lemma 5.41 that there exist parallel pieces P and 
e in p(F) and h(F). Hence there is a submanifold Y = P x I Z M such that 
E = E x (0) C p(F), e = dY - E c h(F), and fi rl h(F) = al? Observe that F fl Y = 4 
implies that 8F = c#~ and P = p(F). 
When Y rl F = 4 there is a homeomorphism (Y = 1 rel (6’M U F) which moves fi 
across Y such that apa-’ fl h(F) C p(F) n h(F) - (fi fl @.There areonlyafinite 
number of opportunities to perform such an adjustment of 9 before we eventually 
obtain p(F) n h(F) = 89(F) and hence IVY = a(F) U h(F). Now if F n Y = 4 and 
aY = a(F) U h(F) there is an obvious homeomorphism (Y = 1 rel (F U 6’M) such that 
cug.6’(F) = h(F). Rut if F fl Y = c#~ then aF = c#~ and F splits Y into two pieces, say 
U and V, each homeomorphic to F x I [22]. If a(U) = U then, as in Case 1, there is 
a surface L C U parallel to F which is invariant under 9. If we let (Y be a 
homeomorphism such that (Y = 1 rel aM and a(L) = F then we have a pa-‘(F) = F, 
which is a case already treated. On the other hand, if a(U) = U then M = U U p(U) 
and M fibers over S’ with fiber F and we go on to Case 3. 
Case 3. M fibers over S’ with fiber the closed surface F. First suppose that h(F) = F 
and a(F) n F = 4. We have M split by F U p(F) into two components U and V, each 
homeomorphic to F x I. If a(U) = U there is a surface L in U parallel to F and 
invariant under a. Take a homeomorphism a! = 1 such that a(L) = F and hence 
cup”-‘(F) = F. If a(U) = V then observe that the trace of the cyclic homotopy 
corresponding to 1 = 9’ = h 9 = h2 = 1 (as in Lemma 7.2) has an odd intersection number 
with F. It follows that a principal orbit of the SO(2) action commuting with a must also 
have an odd intersection number with F since such an orbit generates the center of 
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II,(M). Since ~‘h(7) and h’h(h) differ by such an SO(2) orbit, at least one has an even 
intersection number with F. Let 9 denote the involution g or gp corresponding to the 
trace having an even intersection number with F and discard the other one. Since 
a(F) = F and a(F) n F = 4 are the only two possibilities, it follows that a(F) = F. 
Similarly, if h(F) n F = 4 then F cannot be invariant under both g and gfi. This 
time let 9 denote that which does not leave F invariant. Then F(F) U h(F) is contained 
in a product X = F x I C A4 disjoint from F and we can find a homeomorphism cy = 1 
such that aa&’ = h(F). 
Remark. We must ensure that the various occasions on which we discard one of 
the g or gfl are disjoint. The distinguishing characteristic will be the algebraic 
intersection number of the SO(2) orbit with F. In this case it was odd. 
Step 2. We now adjust 9 so that we can obtain a homotopy H’: ,+ = h rel aM with 
the property that Hi(F U y(F)) C F U y(F). Let H :_p = h rel dM be the given homo- 
topy. Consider the maps f = H/F x I: F x I + M and f’ = H/g(F) x I :g(F) x 
I + M. We let fi denote F U a(F) and f^ = HI@ x 1. We first deform the map f^ relative 
to a@ x I) and then extend this deformation to one of H relative to a(M x I). 
Case 1. aF= 4. 
LEMMA 7.6. There is a homotopy pt of {= PO, constant on a$ x I), such that 
f,<P x I) c ii 
Proof.Set~~=f”and~~Ja(~x~)=~~Ja(~x~)forOatrl.SinceInt(~xI)hasa 
cell decomposition into open 2- and 3-cells, ker(TZ,(F)+II,(M)) = 0 and II*(F) = 0, 
there is no obstruction to extending flla(P x I) to f^, : fi x I + fik Similarly, we can 
extend f,la(p x I x I) over fi x I x I since M is aspherical. 
Now we use the homotopy extension property of polyhedral pairs to extend fl to 
a deformation H,: M X I + M that is constant on a(M x I). Then H ,: p = h rel aM is 
a homotopy such that H,@ x I) C I? By Theorem 6.1 there exists a homeomorphism ,. 
(Y : P + F such that (Y = 1 rel afi and a(&)& = h/l? Extend (Y to M in such a way 
that we have a homotopy G: (Y L- rel dM with G(p XI) C l? By using G and H we 
can define a homotopy K : aga-’ = h rel aM such that K(@ X I) C Z? Next we want to 
deform K to a homotopy constant on fi. We construct this deformation K,: M x I + M 
by setting K,(fi x 1(x, t) = h(x) and then extending K1 to K,(i: x I as we did in Lemma 
7.6. By the homotopy extension property we can extend K,(p x I to a deformation Kt 
of M x I and thus obtain the desired homotopy K, : a pa-’ -‘I h rel (fi U dM). 
Now split M along P and apply the induction hypothesis to complete the proof of 
the theorem in this case. 
Case 2. aF = 4. After a small deformation of f: fi x I + M, constant on fi x I, we 
may assume (see [22, p. 831) that p has the following properties: 
(i) p-‘(i;) n U = fi x az for a regular neighborhood U of fi x al, 
(ii) f-‘(a(F)) = F x 81 U (L, U . . . U Lp) and f’-‘(F) = p(F) x 6’1 U (L’, U . . . U L’,,), 
where Li and L{ are incompressible surfaces in P X I which are parallel to a component 
0f P x ar. 
Since ker (flLi)* = 0, it follows from a theorem of Nielsen (Lemma 1.4.3, 221 that 
p may be further deformed relative to fi x al such that flLi and f/L: are covering maps. 
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Along all such maps homotopic to f^ rel (fi X al), we assume that f has been chosen 
so that p and-p’ are both minimal. 
We consider the map f first. Let X denote the closure of an arbitrary component 
of (F x I) - f-‘(9(F)>. Th en X is homeomorphic to Lix I and there is a lifting 
f : X + a,,,,(M) of f]X. According to Lemma 6.1 of [22], there is a homotopy f, of f = f,, 
constant on (F x I) - X such that either f,(X) C g(F) or the lifting of f,, denoted by 
fl :X + a,&M), is a covering map. In view of the minimality of p it follows that there 
are two cases to consider, with the first case being the ideal one: 
(i) fdF x 0 C d0, 
(ii) f’: X + u&M) is a covering map for the closure X of each component of 
(F x 0 - f_‘(a(F)). 
LEMMA 7.7. Given (ii), if follows that a&M) is homeomorphic to C+(F) X I. 
Proof. We first suppose that a,&M) is not homeomorphic to a(F) x 1 and show 
this assumption leads to a contradiction. It follows from Proposition 4.1 of [22] that 
either one component M’ or both components M’ and M” of a&M) are twisted line 
bundles with boundary a(F). Take X C F X I such that f;(X) = M’. 
Consider the double-covering p : N -+ M where p-‘(a(M’)) is homeomorphic to 
F x I and p-‘(M - 9(M’)) has two components. The homotopy G = gH : 1 = ah lifts to 
a homotopy G: 1 = ih on N. Let P denote one of the components of p-‘(F) and 
observe that there is a lifting if of af = G(F x I such that (if)(plE x 1) = G]E x I. We 
can tell by looking at the path af(x,-,x I) whether or not ah interchanges the 
components of p-‘(F). In particular, we see that if (vf)-‘(M’) = f-‘(a(M’)) contains an 
odd (even) number of components of F X I -(af)-‘(F) then ah interchanges (pre- 
serves) the components of p-‘(F). In the case that jh interchanges these two 
components comprising the boundary of p-‘(a(M’)) = F x I, we can deform ah to a 
homeomorphism of N leaving P invariant but interchanging its sides. Rut this is 
impossible by Lemma 7.4 of [22]. 
If ih does not interchange the components of p-‘(a(F)) then both M’ and M” are 
twisted line bundles contained in the image of f. Let N’ and N” denote the two 
components of aAN), each of which is a twisted line bundle. Let a and b denote the 
number of components of (if))‘(N’) and (af)-‘(N”), respectively. If either one of a or 
b is equal to 0 then the other is equal to one. If either a or b is odd then we can repeat 
the above argument, lifting to a double-covering of N, and thus get a contradiction. If 
both a and b are even, we continue the same process of lifting to double-coverings until 
we finally obtain a homeomorphism that covers ah and interchanges the sides of a 
product F X I. This eventually must occur since after each lifting the sum of the 
numbers corresponding to a and b strictly decreases. Hence a contradiction is reached 
in this case also. Therefore we conclude that u&M) is homeomorphic to 
a(F) x 1. cl 
Similarly, there is a homotopy f, of f’ = fb relative to (a(F) x 81) U (L; U . . . U L;) 
such that either 
(i)’ f;&(F) x I) C F, or 
(ii)’ f; :X’+ aAM) is a homeomorphism for the closure X’ of each component of 
(a(F) x 0 - (f ‘-‘W’N and f ” is transverse with respect to F. 
Let us suppose now that we have case (ii) (case (ii)’ is analogous). We can view 
M = F X ,R where F = F x (0) and a(F) = h(F) is equal to either F x {O] or F x {l/2}. 
Choose a basepoint x0 E F C M and consider the two traces r(t) = E&(x,) and 
7’(f) = H&(x0)) of the homotopy H : 9 -L h. 
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LEMMA 7.8. If the path T, with endpoints %(x0) and h(x& is equivalent o a puth in 
h(F) then the map f:p x I --PM can be deformed relative to P x ~31 to a map 
f,:I-+h@) C M. 
Proof. Let p : F x R + M denote the infinite cyclic covering space corresponding to 
the subgroup II&(F), 9(x0)) of II,(M, 9(x0)). Consider a lifting f: F x I + F x R of f. 
Since the path f(xo, t) = 7(t) is given to be equivalent to a path in h(F), it follows that 
f(F x {0}) and j(F x (1)) lie in the same component P of p-‘(h(F)). Let I denote a 
strong deformation retraction of F x R onto F. We have the deformation poF,$ of f 
to a map f,: F x I -+ 9(F) which is constant on F x 81. 
If f# f, that is when h(F) = F X {l/2}, it remains to deform f’. Let p be an arc in 
M from x0 to 9(x0) such that /.L fl (F U p(F)) = 8~. Then H/p x I defines an equivalence 
of paths T = &.~)r’h(p~‘). Since a(p) and h(p) both lie in the same component of 
M - (F U h(F)), it follows that 7’ is equivalent to a path in F. Therefore, by the same 
procedureasforf,wecandeformf’toamapf;: s(F) X I+ Frelative top(F) x aI. 0 
Thus, to convert Cases (ii) and (ii)’ into Cases (i) and (i)‘, it suffices to adjust 9 and 
h in such a way that the traces of H :F = h are as in Lemma 7.8. We can choose a 
parametrization of M = F x +R such that a([~, t]) = [y(x), A(t)], where either 
A(t)=t+1/2and~=y2ory2=1andA(t)=tor-t[8].Letp:M~S’=R/Zbethe 
projection defined by p([x, t]) = [t]. It is convenient to view the group IIl(M, x0) as a 
semi-direct product II@, xo)oII1(S’) with projection p* : II,(M, x0) + II, = (2:). 
Subcase (a). A(t) = t + l/2 or t. Suppose that r is not equivalent to a path in h(F). 
Then p*[h(r)] is a nontrivial element in II,( say z’. Take an arc p in F x [O, l/2] C M 
from x0 to %(x0) and recall that H(p x I gives an equivalence r’- a(~-‘)rh(p). Now 
take an arc rl in F from x0 to ha(xo) and observe that we have the equivalence 
It follows that p*[r’h(r)] = z*~# 0 and hence r’h(r) represents a nontrivial element in 
the center of IIl(M, x0). Thus there is a positive integer m such that p*(Z(II,(M, 
x0)) = zm:). Then mk = 2~ for some integer k. Ry composing H with a cyclic homotopy 
defined by the action of SO(2), we can reduce Y by multiples of m. Consequently, we 
may assume that k = 0 or 1. The 2~ corresponding to g differs from that for gp by m. 
Observe that if k = 1 then the nonzero even integer m = 2~ is just the intersection 
number of a principle SO(2) orbit with F. Since we made a selection earlier for 9 only 
when this intersection number was odd (in which case k would already be 0) it is always 
possible to take 9 such that k = 0. Rut then Y = 0 and T is equivalent to a path in h(F) 
and Lemma 7.8 applies. 
Subcase (b). A(t) = 1 - t. Since 9 interchanges the sides of F it follows that h also 
interchanges the sides of F [Lemma 7.4,22.]. Recall that 9 is defined on M = F x *R by 
~([x, t]) = [y(x), 1 - t], where y* = 1 and y+y-’ = 4-l. Let a, be the homeomorphism 
of M defined by (Y,([x, t]) = [x, t + e/2], E = ? 1. Observe that (Y, is isotopic to the 
identity and that if we conjugate g with (Y, then we obtain a+~,-‘([x, t]) = [y(x), 
1 + E - t]. The homotopy L,: a,~(~; = g defined by LX[x, t]) = [y(x), I+ (I- S)E - t], 
0 5 s I 1, has a trace wrapping once around M with the direction determined by E. Thus 
we can conjugate 9 by an iterate of a, and obtain a homotopy If’: 9’ = h, where g’ 
denotes the adjusted g, such that the trace H;(xo) is equivalent to a path in F. Again 
we are now in a position to apply Lemma 7.8. 
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To complete Step 2 observe that we may now assume that we have a deformation 
f, of f=fO constant on P X d1 such that fl(fi x I) C 6'. This deformation can be 
extended to one of H which is constant on a(M X I X 0) U (F X I x I) U a(M X I) x I 
and can extend it to M x I x I by the homotopy extension property for polyhedral 
pairs. 
Step 3. We assume that we now have a homotopy H : 9 = h ret aM such that 
H,(@) c I? Our goal is to further adjust 9 and H to make +h(T) contractible. Recall 
from Corollary 7.5 that the contractibility of this loop is independent of the choice of 
the basepoint x0. Thus if aM+ 4 then we already have #h(T) contractible. Suppose 
that +h(r) is not contractible. Then r’h(r) is a loop in F representing a nontrivial 
element in the center of II,(M, x0). It follows that F is a torus and, since we have a 
special h-hierarchy, h(F) = F. Now Z(II1(M, x0)) is an infinite cyclic group represented 
by a simple closed curve J in F. It follows that h(J) is freely homotopic to J in F. In 
fact, J can be chosen such that either h(J) = J or h(J) II J = 6. Let us agree to choose 
J invariant under h whenever this is possible. Following the proof of Theorem 4.2 (in 
one dimension less) we obtain a homeomorphism (Y of the pair (M, F) such that (Y = 1 
rel aM and either (Y ~o-~(.l) = J or OL pi-u-‘(J) n J = 4. We will argue that (Y can be chosen 
such that h(J) = apa-‘( If h(J) rl J = C#J and (Y+‘(J) fl J = 4 then we can easily 
deform (Y (as in Lemma 6.2(b)) to obtain (Y+‘(J) = h(J). If h(J) = J but 
a@‘(J) n J = 4 then h must interchange the sides of J. For if not, then T’h(r) would 
have a nonzero intersection number with 1, contradicting the fact that [+h(T)] is in 
Z(IIr(M, x0)). But this would mean that there is a J’ parallel to J such that 
cuacy-‘(J’) = J’. If we let (Y, = 1 be a homeomorphism of (M, F) carrying J to J’ then 
we have (alcy)~(cyra)-‘(J) = J. We treat the case when apa-’ = J and h(J) tl J = 4 
similarly and observe that this case does not occur since we could have chosen J 
invariant under h to begin with. Thus we may assume that F(J) = h(J). 
Next we show that h&J]) is equal to [J] and not - [J] in HI(F). Suppose that 
h&J]) = -[J]. If h(J) = J then Fix(h) and Fix(a) each meet J in two points which, 
after a conjugation of 9, we may assume both to be {x0, yo}. It follows that Fix(hlF) 
and Fix(alF) each consist of four isolated points since F does not meet any 
two-dimensional fixed-point components transversally and whenever F contains a 
one-dimensional component of Fix(h) we have J C Fix(h). Hence it follows that 
[h(T)] = - [T’] and we would have T’h(T) contractible. If h(J) fl J = 4 then g/F and 
h[F are both free orientation-reversing involutions since, by agreement, there are no 
J’ curves in F homotopic to J such that h(J’) = J’. Take a simple closed curve L in 
F meeting J exactly once at x0 and for which h(L) = L. Let A be a subarc in L joining 
x0 to h(xo) = I. If we let L’ = A U a(h) we have g(L’) = L’. Up to homotopy there 
exists a unique simple closed curve L’ such that y(L’) = L’. Thus, since 
t+(L) = h(L) = L, it follows that L’= L and hence a(h) = h(A) rel ah. From the 
equivalence T' - a(A-‘)rh(A) it follows that [T'] = [T] in HI(F). Suppose that 
[T] = [.Jlp[Llq. Then [r’h(r)] is equal to [LIZ”. But since [r’h(T)] is a nontrivial element 
in the center it is also equal to [J]” for some m, a contradiction. Therefore, we conclude 
that h&J]) = [.I]. 
We may adjust 9 (by conjugation) to obtain g(x,J = h(xo) in all cases except that 
in which either h/J = 1, = 9J.T or h1.l = 1, = a[J. In either of these cases it follows that 
[T’h(T)] is an odd multiple of [J]. Since [r’h(r)] differs by a factor of [J] for g and gp, 
it follows that we can always make the choice (when h(J) = J) which will allow us to 
obtain 9(x0) = h(xo). The present situation is disjoint from the previous ones in which 
we fixed 9 since the SO(2) orbits now have a zero intersection number with F. 
Therefore, there is no loss of generality in assuming that a(xo) = h(x,). 
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Suppose that h(J) = .I. We can choose a simple closed curve L in F cutting J at 
{x0} such that J and L form a basis for H,(F; 2) and such that @IF), is equal to either 
(; OJ Or (: -9 
We claim that [T] = [r’]. This is obvious if h(x,,) = x0 = %(x0) since 
then r = 7’. Whenever hlJ has a fixed point we can adjust % and choose x0 such that 
I = MXO) = XO. Thus if h(x~) = &o) = xo we may assume that both h]J and g/J are 
free involutions. Take a subarc A of J joining x0 to %(x0) and note that %(A) = h(A). It 
follows from r’- %(X’)&(T) that [T] = [r’]. Now suppose that [r] = [Jlp[L14. Then 
[T%(T)] = [J]2p[L](r+‘)q, which must also equal [J]“. We can reduce p to 0 by composing 
H : 9 = h with a cyclic homotopy. 
Hence we must have either E = - 1 or q = 0, but in either case it follows that 
T%(T) = 0. 
Now suppose that h(J) fl J = 4 and J cannot be chosen to be invariant under h. 
Since h,[J] = [J], it follows that h]F is a free orientation-preserving involution of the 
torus F. Let A be an arc from x0 to %(x0) = h(xo) such that A fl (.I U h(J)) = ah. Let 
L = A U h(A) and suppose that [T] = [J]“[A~]~. From T’- a(A-')~h(h) it follows that 
[r’h(r)] = [J]2p’TL]2q where [h(A)g(A-I)] = [J]‘. We can compose H : a = h with a cyclic 
homotopy to make p = 0. Moreover, since r’h(r) represents an element in the center 
of IIi(M, x0) it follows that 4 = 0. This leaves us with the situation where [T’h(T)] = [.I]‘. 
A choice for % has not yet been made in this case (h(J) fl J = 4) and so we choose % 
such that r is even. Take a homeomorphism CY of (M, F) such that cr is the identity 
outside a small neighborhood of h(J), (Y rotates h(J) around itself r/2 times and there 
is a homotopy cx = 1 with the trace of h(xo) equivalent ot .I-“*. Now it is easy to use 
this homotopy and H : a = h to construct a homotopy a! %a-’ = cr% = % = h with the 
traces of both x0 and 9(x0) equivalent to .I”* (and hence h(A)g(A-‘) = 0). This last 
homotopy can be composed with a cyclic one to obtain contractible traces for both x0 
and %(x0). Now % and H have been adjusted so that we have T’h(T) = 0 and Step 3 is 
completed. 
Step 4. Our goal in this step is to make adjustments so as to obtain SIP = hl$ and 
a homotopy of the pair (M, F) I-I: 9 = h rel ({x0, (x0)} JM). 
Case 1. h(F) rl F = 4. We have a basepoint x0 E F such that %(x0) = h(xo). If T= 0 
take a homeomorphism Q of the pair (M, h(F)) such that OL = 1 rel (M-U), where U 
is a small regular neighborhood of h(F), and the trace of %(xd, under this homotopy 
is 7-l. Replace H by a homotopy ~%a-’ = a% = % = h in which the trace of x0 is 
contractible. Denote a%cu-’ by % again. It follows from Corollary 7.5 that we still have 
T’h(T)= 0 and hence the trace of %(x0) is also contractible. We can deform H to a 
homotopy H’: % = h rel (aM U {x0, h(xo)}) of the pair (M, F). (This follows by applying 
the homotopy extension property first to the polyhedral pair (P x I, fi x aI U {x0, 
h(x,)} x I) and then to the pair (M x I, (aM u i;) x I U M x aI).) It follows from [4] that 
there exists an isotopy G : h(F) X I+ h(F) such that G(x, 0) = x and G(x, I) = ha(x). We 
use this G to define a homeomorphism LY of M. Let U = p(F) x [ - 1, l] be a product 
neighborhood of p(F) = p(F) x (0). Set (Y (M-N) = identity and for (x, t) E U let (Y(x, 
t) = (G(x, 1 -It/). Observe that LY is isotopic to the identity by an isotopy of the 
pair(M, P) constant on {x0} U (44 - N), aga-‘IF = hl P and agcr-’ = h rel ({x0, 3(x0)} U 
aM). 
Case 2. h(F) = F and F is not a torus. Since we have plF = hlF it follows from 
Theorem 6.1 that there exists a homeomorphism LY of F snch that ar = 1 and 
Q%a -’ = hlF. We may extend (Y to M such that (Y is the identity off a neighborhood 
of F. Let H:a%a-‘- h denote the resulting homotopy of the pair (M, F) and observe 
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that we will still have T’~(T) = 0. In fact, if we consider the restriction of 
hH:hap -’ = 1 to F we have a cyclic homotopy on F. Since Z(II’(F)) = 1 it follows 
that the traces h(T) and h(r’) of this cyclic homotopy on F are contractible. Thus we 
can deform the homotopy H to obtain H : c~aa-’ = h rel ({x,,, 9(x0)} U 8M). 
Case 3. h(F) = F and F is a torus. Again all the adjustments to 9 and H will be 
constant outside a neighborhood of F and hence the contractibility of +h(T) will not 
be affected. There exists a non-contractible simple closed curve J in F such that 
h(J) = J. By using isotopies as described in the proof of Lemma 6.2 and extending them 
to M we can obtain a homeomorphism A of the pair (A4, F) such that A = 1 
rel (M-U) and either Aah-‘(J) = J or Aah-’ n J = 4 (U denotes a regular neighbor- 
hood of F). Rut if A ah-‘(J) n J = C#J then observe that since +h(T) = 0 it must be the 
case that h interchanges the sides of 1. It follows that there exists a simple closed curve 
J’ parallel to J such that Aah-’ = J’. Take a homeomorphism y of (M, F) such that 
y(J’) = J and y = 1 rel (M-U). Then we have yAa(yA)-l(J) = h(J) = J. So let us assume 
that F already has the property that p(J) = h(J) = J. 
Since #h(T) = 0 it follows it is not the case that one of hJJ and 9JJ is a rotation 
while the other is 1,. Thus h[J and g/J are both rotations, identity maps, or reflec- 
tions. In each of these three cases we can choose a basepoint and adjust 9 in a 
neighborhood of J by conjugation to obtain h(x,,) = 9(x0). If h1.l has a fixed point then 
we may assume that x0 is one of them. 
Suppose that the loop T is not contractible. Take an arc p in J joining xo to 9(x0). 
Since h(p) = (p) rel 8M it follows from the equivalence T’ - (&‘)rh(p) that the loops 
r and 7’ are freely homotopic in F. The torus admits only the standard involutions and 
since h(r) is homotopic to 7’ we can choose a simple closed curve J’ such that [T] = [J’lp 
and either h(Y) fl J = C#I or h(Y) = J’. Repeating that above construction from Lemma 
6.2, but applied to J’, we obtain a homeomorphism A = 1 rel (M-U) of (M, F) such 
that ApA-’ = h(J’) and A&‘(xo) = h(xo). However we now have the possibility that 
h(J’) n J’ = C$ as well as h(J’) = J’. We assume that J’ was chosen to be invariant under 
h if at all possible. Let us assume that 9 has already been adjusted in this manner and 
drop the use of A and write J for J’, since we have no further need of the original choice 
for J when T= 0. 
We first consider the situation when h(J) = J. Since [T’] = [T] = [Jlp and T’h(T) = 0 
it follows that hJ.l is orientation-reversing and thus has two fixed points (one of which 
is x0). Take a small regular neighborhood U of J such that f(U) = U and define a 
homeomorphism (Y of (M, F) such that (Y (M-U) = identity and cx rotates J in the 
negative direction p/2 times. There exists a homotopy K : a = 1 rel aA of (M, F) such 
that the trace K,(xo) is equivalent to a path wrapping around J in the positive direction 
p/2 times. Define the homotopy 
H’: crga-’ = CQ = g = h rel dM 
by 
cugC’K(x, 1 - 3t), 0 5 t 5 l/3, 
H’,(x) = K(g(x), 3t-l), l/3 5 t : l/3, 
H(x, 3t-2), 2/3 I t I 1. 
The trace of x0 is contractible since the product of the paths czga-‘K(xo, l-3t) ’ K(g(xo), 
3t-2) is a path wrapping around J exactly the same number of times as 7(t) = H(xo, 
3t-2) but in the opposite direction. 
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If h(J) n .Z = 4 take a small regular neighborhood U of .Z in M such that 
g(U) n U = 4. We define a homeomorphism (Y of the pair (M, F) by letting aI(M 
- g(U)) = identity and (Y rotate g(J) in the positive direction p times with o/g(J) = l,(,, 
There is a homotopy K : a = 1 rel 8M of (M, F) such that the trace KXg(xo)) is 
equivalent to Zp. Using K and then the given homotopy H : g = h we construct the 
desired homotopy agcu-’ = og = g = h such that the trace of x0 is contractible. Since 
this homotopy agrees with H off U U g(U) it follows that the trace of ~gcu-‘(xo) is also 
contractible. 
Thus we may assume that there exists a noncontractible simple closed curve .Z such 
that h(J) = p(J), either h(J) = .Z or h(J) CI .Z = 4, and H : 9 = h rel ({x0, (x0)} U 8M), 
where x0 E .Z. In addition we may assume that 9l.Z = h1.T. Consider the restriction G of 
H to F x I and observe that G can be deformed such that G : p[F = h IF rel (.Z u p(J)) 
and G,(F - (J U g(J)) C F - (J U 9(J)). We can lift G to aJ,,,,,(F) and apply Theorem 6.1 
to obtain a homeomorphism (Y of F such that LY = 1 rel (.Z U a(J)) and oga-’ = h(F. 
Extend CY to M such that (Y is the identity outside a neighborhood of F. Then we have 
a homotopy H’: a@’ = h rel ({x0, 9(x0)} U JM) of the pair (M, F) and ago-‘IF = h IF. 
Step 5. We may assume that a/F = hlF and there exists a homotopy H : 9 = h rel 
({x0, 9(x0)} U 8M) of the pair (M, F). This homotopy can be adjusted in a neighborhood 
of F to make it constant on F in the following way. Let U = fi x [ - 1, l] be a regular 
neighborhood of F = fi x 0. Assume that 9 and H have been adjusted such that 
~1 U = h/U and H,(x, s) = (f(x, t), s) for (x, s) E U and f(x, t) = Z-Z’(x, 0). We leave H’ 
unchanged on (M-U) U dM U {x0, 9(x0)} and redefine H, elsewhere as follows. On 
fi = P x (0) we set H,(x, 0) = a(x) = h(x). For the rest of U x Z we observe that fi has 
a cell-decomposition with {x0}, {9(x0)} as the only O-cells, some l-cells and one 2-cell 
corresponding to each component of F. For a l-cell c’ we have already defined H on 
a(c’ x [0, l] x Z) and there is no obstruction to extending it over the 3-cell c’ x [0, 11 x I. 
Similarly, there is no obstruction to extending over c’ x [ - 1, 01 x I. In the same way 
we can extend over c2 x Z x Z for each 2-cell c2. 
Thus we may assume we have adjusted 9 and H such that we have a homotopy 
H : 9 = h rel (JM U P). The last thing to be done is to deform H to an isotopy while 
holding H fixed on M x dZ U (aM U fi) x I. That this can be done follows directly from 
Case 1 of the proof for Theorem 7.1 in Ref. [22]. Indeed, since the homotopy 
hH : ha = 1 rel (dM U @) when restricted to (aM U @‘) X Z is just projection onto the 
first factor, we have already carried out the first step in the inductive procedure 
described in Ref. [22]. The remainder of the proof in Case 1 yields a deformation of 
hH, constant on M x aZ U (aM U @) x I, to an isotopy ha = 1 rel (aM U p). Thus we 
may assume that we have an isotopy H : 9 = h rel (aM U fi). Lift this isotopy H to 
se(M) and apply the induction hypothesis to obtain a homeomorphism QI L- 1 rel aM 
such that aacy-’ = h. This completes the proof of part (i) of the theorem. 
Proof of Part (ii). The argument is similar to that given for Part (ii) of Theorem 6.1. 
There are ten equivalence classes of involutions on the 3-torus M = S’ X S’ x S’[ lo]. 
Each equivalence class can be represented by an involution hX1 pi 5 10) which is a 
product g’ X yk, where the gj( 1 5 j 5 6) and yk( 15 k I 3) represent the distinct equival- 
ence classes of involutions on S’ x S’ and S’, respectively. In particular, we fix our 
parameterization of M and assume that the gi are those given in the proof of 6.1 and 
that yl = 1, y?(x) = - x and yj(x) = g. Since it is sufficient to prove the theorem for the 
case when g is one of these standard involutions, we assume that g = h’ for some i. 
Define the seven involutions p,(l 5 i s: 7) by taking all possible products YjX yk X yt of 
yI and y2 except j = k = t = 1. These pi all embed in SO(2) actions of M commuting 
with g. 
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Suppose that h is an involution of M homotopic to g. Choose a torus F C M such 
that (i) either g(F) = F and gpi(F) f~ F = C#J or g(F) rl F = + and gpi(F) = F (for some 
i), (ii) both F and g(F) (or gpXF) if g(F) = F) are invariant under a pair pi, Pk which 
are not identical on F. Since h(F) = g(F) it follows that there exists a homeomorphism 
(Y~ = 1 such that alhal-’ is equal to either g(F) or gpi(F). Let gl denote the g or 
gpi for which g,(F) = a, h CI,-I(F). We have a homotopy H:c~,ha~-‘=g, which, after 
composition with a cyclic homotopy, can be deformed to obtain 
H,(F U gr(F)) c F U gr(F). 
Suppose that F = gl(F). We can apply the argument of Theorem 6.1, Part (ii) to F, 
using the restrictions to F of pj, &, PjPk for the required involutions embedded in SO(2) 
actions, to obtain a homeomorphism (~2 = 1 and a g, such that c&d(F = g,(F, where 
g2 is one of g,, grpj, g$, or g,pipk. (Observe that all the constructions on F can be 
extended to M.) We have a homotopy Z-Z : a2hcz2-’ = g2 which, after composition with 
a cyclic homotopy, can be deformed (as in Part (i), Step 5) to an isotopy 
H’: aJm2-’ = g2 rel F. We finish by applying Part (i) to M split along F. 
Now suppose that g,(F) II F = 4. Choose a second torus L c A4 just as we chose 
our first torus F except this time take L to meet the first torus F transversally in a 
simple closed curve. After going through the same adjustments using L, with the added 
restriction of keeping F invariant, we obtain either a2ha2-‘(L) = g2(L) = L or 
a2ha2-‘(L) = g2(L) and g2(L) II L = 4. In the first instance we have already described 
how to complete the proof. So suppose that g2(L) n L = 4. Observe that 
F U L U gt(F U L) splits M into four copies of S’ X Z x Z where S’ x Z x 8Z C F U g2(F) 
and S’ x al x I C L U g2(L). Observe that a2h~2-’ and g2 permute these four pieces in 
the same way. Choose one of the pieces and take an annulus A spanning the circles 
S’ x 0 x 0 and S’ x 1 x 1. Then K = A U g2(A) is a nonseparating torus in M and we can 
easily isotope (~2 to (Y rel (F U L U g2(F U L)) to get c&-‘(K) = K = g2(K). This case 
has already been treated and the proof of the theoem is complete. 0 
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